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PROJECT MANAGEMENT:
SAFETY & SECURITY, INC: ACCESS

CONTROL & CCTV SOLUTIONS

ISS provides a Project Management Service for clients who require a start to
finish solution for Safety & Security during any kind of ‘infrastructure’ project.
This commences with a detailed Risk Assessment followed by concept
development and then interaction between the various stakeholders, which
may include government bodies, Emergency Service providers, suppliers, clients
and all other parties with stakeholder interests. Once the concept is agreed, ISS
then develops the specification and sources product providers on behalf of the
client, then oversees the delivery, fabrication, test and commission of the
specification to the clients satisfaction.

Examples of this type of work ISS have been involved with include the management of large
number of workers, whereby the client wished to monitor, track and document large numbers of
workers on a project location, involved with passing through a sensitive area. ISS’s involvement
started at the concept stage and used all aspects of our organisation: Consultancy, Products and
services.

Consultancy: ISS can advise you at the beginning drawing up the security concept and advising on
the budget aspect ensuing value for the system required for your task.

For example; access control, and CCTV, ISS will advise you on the various:
➢ Management Systems Available
➢ Access Control Systems available, Cards; Barcode, RFID, Chip, etc.
➢ Biometrics: finger, palm, facial, retainer etc
➢ Cameras: fixed, PTZ
➢ Public Address
➢ Hardware: turnstiles; flap, arm revolving
➢ Layout

Once the budget and concept are in place ISS can project manage the design and build aspect
ensuring that the time lines to implementation are maintained. During the build stage ISS will
develop your documentation covering all aspects; operations, HSE and Security. This will also
include the implementation of the documentation to ensure you have a system that meets your
operational requirements.

Products; Most projects are fitted with public announcement systems
however these are only part of the solution required. ISS will advise and
provide you with additional solutions to deal with the day to day
requirements of the project, covering both safety and security. ISS also
understands that the systems often require to be expanded or relocated
during the life span of the project and have developed a portable solution to
facilitate this requirement

Services; Once your system is in place the work starts. ISS will then support the system integrated by
supporting the employment, training and operational requirements of the various departments to
ensure that the dormitory management team is operational equipment to use the security solution
and that the suppliers ensure that the system is user friendly and operational. ISS will support you to
ensure that a review of the system is conducted and that any operational changes required are made


